Early assessment of file types,
email headers and deNISTing

FirstCull ECA and Smart-Analysis Tool
FirstCull is an early case assessment (ECA) and smart-analysis tool designed to analyze unstructured
information. The solution is simple - an easy to use application that runs on any computer and
automatically performs in-depth examinations of millions of files, directories and their contents.
Here is how it works - Point FirstCull to the files you want to analyze; the program automatically scans
and assesses that data (from hard drives, entire computers, servers, removable media, whole networks,
etc.) and then generates a series of easy to read reports that categorically detail the key attributes about
that information.
Use FirstCull in all stages of eDiscovery, early case assessment, culling, denisting, compliance, litigation
readiness, forensics, records retention, email assessment and a whole lot more. Start smart by using
FirstCull for Early Case Assessment.

FirstCull Process
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FirstCull Features
FirstCull deploys a fully automated feature
set. It performs multi-faceted analyses of
unstructured information. FirstCull:
Identifies and reports the number of
files present in the data set
Categorizes and numbers files
according to extension type, source
and custodian
Identifies all e-mail messages from
PST and Lotus NSF files
Analyzes e-mail attachment files
Identifies and reports files that will
require optical character recognition
(OCR)
Automatically assesses contents of
most commonly user container files
Operates without user intervention
Deploys a user friendly interface
FirstCull makes it easy to understand the
makeup of a data set. Once the details of
that information are assessed, users can
better decide what unstructured
information to process; whether loading it
to a discovery and review tool, into a
general content management system or
some other system.

About Xpriori, LLC
Xpriori is a privately held company headquartered in Denver and Colorado Springs, CO. The company
has developed proprietary technologies, products and services for the eDiscovery, compliance and
review markets since 2006 as well as for XML-based data management. It offers the OrcaTec
Appliance, OrcaTec Document Decisioning Suite and OrcaTec Echo as part of its offerings. Discover
more about Xpriori’s new offering at www.xpriori.com.

Contact Xpriori at 720-439-9937 for more information,
arrange a demonstration or discuss your needs and requirements.
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